
Happy New Year and welcome back, we hope you all had a wonderful Christmas 
break! 

 
This half term we will be learning all about the weather,       

following our topic, ‘The Weather Forecast is…’. Our new story 
is called ‘The Squirrel’s Busy Year’, where we follow a squirrel 

through the seasons, he finds food and observes the changes in 
the weather. In our communication sessions, we will continue to 
develop our symbol knowledge, creating weather theme scenes 
from the story and mark making in different sensory media! 

In our cognition sessions we will continue to develop our knowledge around   
number, shapes and early concepts. We will be investigating ice, creating 

storms in jars and observing how we can create wind by using different fans, 
windmills and parachutes.  

During care and independence sessions, we will start by making our own chilly 
ice lollies before moving onto what to wear in the sun and later, tasting tornado 
candy floss! We will also be practising our fine motor skills hanging washing on 

the washing line to dry. 

In our world sessions, we will be focusing on the outdoors and taking a closer 
look at our immediate environment, where we might see squirrels and other 

wildlife! We start by planting bulbs and seeds, we will be watering them each 
day and observing them grow. We will then be making bird feeders, decorating 

a bird house and creating nests for squirrel and his friends to stay in.  

Creativity will be split this half term, we will have 2 sessions each week of mu-
sic and art. In our music sessions we will practise our piano skills, can we   fol-
low the simple sheet music? We will create thunder and lightening with   sym-
bols and other noisy instruments and investigate sounds of rain by making our 
own rain makers. During art sessions, we will be bringing our creative skills to 
light! In rain week, we will use crayons and a hair dryer to create droplets of 

rain down our paper. Later in the term we will be making our own wind socks to 
display outside for everyone to see. 

Each Thursday morning we will be accessing the outdoor area to develop our 
physical skills. Amongst the activities planned, we will be practising using     

hurdles, a game of skittles/bowling and joining in parachute games with our 
friends. 

We look forward to getting busy during this half term. 
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